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Contact: Otfice of the General Counsel: Procurement Law I.
Orqanizatinn ConcerLed: Del-Jern, Inc.; Lepnrtment of the Air

Force.
Authority: 54 Coop. Gen. 242. A.S.P.R. 7-2003.11.

The protester contended that a bid for a 1-year service
contract with 2 option years which Friced the basic year 5.8X
hiqher than the second option year was unbalanced. Peview of the
bid did not show that nominal or enhanced prices were bid for
any year, and, therefore, the bid was not mathematically
unbalanced. (Author/SC).
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DIGEST:

Protest that bid for i-year service contract
with two option years, which priced basic year
5.8 percent higher than second option year,
is unbalanced is denied. Review of bid does
not show that nominal or enhanced prices were
bid for any year and, therefore, bid is not
mathematically unbalanced.

S.F. & G., Inc., dba Mercury (Mercury), has
protested the award of a contract to Del-'en,
Inc. (Del-Jen), under Invitation for bids (IR)
No. F04693-78-B0004 issued by the United States
Air Force.

The IFB was for services to manage and operate
the base supply, transportation and contract repair
services at the Los Angeles Air Force Station
(LAAFS). Bids were requested for 1 year and two
ontion years.

Following are the bids received from the two
low bidders:

Del-Jen Mercury

Basic $1,327,464 $1,291,802
1st option 1,277,004 1,305,038
2nd option 1,254,492 1,299,914

Total $3,858,960 $3,896,754
Less 5-percent 19,295

discount $3,839,665
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Mercury's protest is based on the contention
that Del--Jen materially unbalanced its bid and that
acceptance ot its bid may not result in the lQwest
cost to the Government.

The IFO contained the following clause regarding
evailuation of options and unbalanced bids:

"EVALUATION O OPTIONS

"a. Bids or proposals will be
evaluated for purposes of award
by adding the total price for all
optin quantities to the total
ptict for the basic quantity.
Evaluation of options will not
obligacn the Government to exercise
the option or options.

"b. Any bid or proposal which is
materially unbalanced as to prices
for basic and option quantities
may be rejected as nonresponsive.
An unbalanced bid or proposal is
one which is based on prices signifi-
cantly less than cost for some work
and prices which are significantly
overstated for other work. (ASPR 7-
2003.11(b) )."

Also, the IFB noted the following:

"NOTE TO BIDDERS: (For Information Only)

"The Air Force is presently
engaged in a study to determine
if the Los Angeles Air Force Sta-
tion should or should not be closed.
It should be emphasized that the
matter of closiny the los Angeles
Air Force Station has not progressed
beyond this study and no decision
h-.s yet been made as to whether this
station shotuld or should not be closed.
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"In the event the Los Angeles
Air Force Station is to be closer]
during the performance of the con-
tract definitizing this IB13, this
contract may be terminated pursuant
to the clause of the contract in
SECTION L, entitled 'TERMINATION
FOR CONVErIEVCF OP TVih GOVEPNMENT.

Mercury argues that Dlel-Jen front-loaded its bid by
pricing the first year of the contract $72,972 or 5.8
percent higher than the second option year. The benefits
Del-Jen receives from this pricing, as contended by Mercury,
are (1) acceleration of the realization of profit; (2) pro-
viding more of today's dollars and fewer inflation devalued
future dollars; (3) reducing the possibility of competition
after the first year even if the market is; tested prior
to exercising the options, and (4) providing a windfall
if optiors are not exercisedl or LAAFS is closed. Mercury
contends that if it had known that the Air Force was
going to accept a front-loaded bid, notwithstanding
the warning against unbalancing contained in the Irn,
Mercury could have bid lower because of the above-
listed benefit: of that pricing technique.

Our Office has recognized the two-fold aspects
of unbalanced bidding. The first is a mathematical
evaluation of the bid to determine whether each bid
item carries its share of the cost of the work plus
profit, or whether the bid is based on nominal prices
for some work and enhanced prices for other work.
The second aspect--material unbalancing--involves an
assessment of the cost impact of a mathmatically
unbalanc d bid. A hid is riot materially unbalanced
unless tiere is a reasonable doubt that award to the
bidder submitting a mathematically unbalanced bid will
not result in the lowest ultimate cost to the Govern-
ment. ?iobilease Corporation, 54 Comp. Gen. 242 (1974),
74-2 CPD 185.

The Air Force contends that Del-Jen's bid is not
mathematically unbalanced because Del-Jen did not bid
nominal prices for any of the items. The basic year
bid is 34.5 pcrcent and the thi-d year is 32.5 percent
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of the total bid. The Air Force points to this 2-
percenL diffecence to support the fact that each
year's price is carrying its share of cost and profit.

We agree. We do not find the difference in
Del-Jen's three bid prices to be so great as to con-
clude that the hid is mathematically unbalanced as
defined itt our prior decision. While Mercury argues
that there is no logical reason for the manner in
which Dcl Jon pr.ced the basic year and the option
years, we do not believe it is the function of our
Office to look behind a bid to attempt to ascertain
the business judqments that went into formulating a
bid, where the difference between the portions of
the total bid price is as slight a, here.

Even assuming, arquendo, that the bid was unbal-
ancev., we do not find it to be materially unbalanced.
We note that if the contract is extended only to the
first option year, Del Jen's bid results in a lower
cost to the Government than would the bid of Mercury.

For the foregoing reason, the protest is denied.

teJ-pity Comotroll r General
of the United States




